Accreditation terms and conditions
Special media tickets are required for media access during the Auto Speedway events at Raceway Venray.
Raceway Venray has annual tickets and event tickets.

Annual tickets
The annual media ticket is a season pass for Raceway Venray offered to media representatives who
frequently visit Raceway Venray.


To be eligible, the media representative must have attended at least 50% of the race days during the
previous season.



For press photographers, Raceway Venray must receive a minimum of 20 images after every race day
attended, which may be used for various purposes, such as magazines/newspapers, posters, website
etc. These images should not contain logos and must be in high resolution, save in exceptional
circumstances.



For written press, it is expected that a report/article (of the race day attended) is created and published.



Media representatives that are no longer entitled to the annual media ticket can request accreditation
for individual events.



Do you meet the criteria above? Then send an e-mail to pers@racewayvenray.com.

Event tickets
Click here to use the online accreditation form. Your request will be reviewed in accordance with the
accreditation criteria described in this web page.

Deadline
Requests for media accreditation must be submitted no later than the Thursday prior to the event unless
otherwise specified.

Accreditation terms and conditions
In the interest of press activities, media tickets will only be issued to publications/agencies who wish to report
on the relevant race and who meet the accreditation criteria below. An agency assignment must be
produced in advance if requested to do so by Raceway Venray.


Media tickets are only issued to adults (over 18 years of age).



Due to the limited space in the Media Center, each medium will be issued with a maximum of two
accreditations, except national TV and radio channels (with some exceptions).



Tickets holders must have valid insurance with sufficient cover (including invalidity cover). The condition
is also met if the employer has arranged this insurance for the applicant.



Teams increasingly use their own photographers or PR person. As this fundamentally doesn’t ‘guarantee
publication’, the following conditions apply. In principle, media tickets are not issued to employees of
sponsors, suppliers, teams and drivers, unless the relevant person can provide sufficient proof that a
media ticket is required (such as a guarantee of publication in a recognised medium with sufficient reach
and circulation), and the accreditation limit (the maximum number of media tickets and vests) has not
been exceeded.



It is permitted for accredited journalists and photographers to carry out additional tasks for a race team
and/or racing driver. However, the additional activities must not have a negative impact on the
professionality and quality of the actual publication (for which accreditation was requested).



Raceway Venray has the right to cancel approved accreditations at any time, without obligation to state
reasons. Unprofessional behaviour prior to, during, or after the accreditation period, as well as during
the race, may also lead to cancellation of the accreditation (and withdrawal of future accreditations).
There can be no legal claims to accreditation. In addition, no rights can be derived from previous
accreditations for future accreditations.

General rules


All instructions and directions from the organisation, its employees and security personnel must be
followed promptly and without delay.



Entering the circuit is only permitted with suitable clothing; closed shoes and long trousers, also in
extreme temperatures.



Person(s) are never permitted to be inside the security fencing during a race/training.



It is also not permitted to cross the track during a race or training.



Entry to the circuit area is entirely at a person’s own risk. By entering, the accredited person accepts
unreservedly that Raceway Venray is not liable for the damage/injury and/or theft to goods or persons,
regardless of how the damage or injury occurred.



The organisation reserves the right to cancel an accreditation in case of misuse, or if the organisation’s
guidelines are wilfully ignored.



Video and/or photo recordings using drones are not permitted for safety reasons unless permission has
been obtained from Raceway Venray.



It is never permitted to pass on a press vest to another person without permission from Raceway
Venray. Press vests are person-specific, and any person with a press vest must comply with the safe
zones. It is the responsibility of the relevant person to be aware which areas are accessible to the press.



There is an accreditation limit for each race (maximum number of media tickets). For this reason, an
accreditation request may be refused, even if the request was submitted in time.

